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Close Test for Bank Exams (IBPS Clerk Pre, SBI Clerk Pre, 
RRB, IBPS PO Pre & SBI PO Pre) 

Close Test Quiz 2 

Directions: In the following passage there are blanks, each of which has been 

numbered. These members are printed below the passage and against each, five 

words are suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the 

appropriate words. 

Raju was orphaned at a very (1) ___ age. He lost (2) ___ of his parents because his 

family was (3) ___poor to afford any treatment. He was deeply affected by this. He 

decided to work hard and (4) ___ on his own feet. Along with his studies he (5) ___ 

part-time in a restaurant and earned enough money in order to (6) ___ his studies. 

Being a brilliant student, he earned scholarships and later managed to get admission 

in a good medical college. He is now a (7) ___ doctor and helps poor patients for (8). 

___ This shows that one can survive every (9) ___ condition. Determination and hard 

work (10) ___ to success in life. 

Questions:  

1. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. youth      B. early      C. childhood      D. childish      E. recent 

2. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. any      B. few      C. either      D. couple      E. both 

3. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. little      B. so      C. too      D. some      E. ample 

4. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. balance      B. establish      C. stand      D. erect      E. talk 

 



 

 

5. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. worked      B. employed      C. busy      D. established      E. functioned 

6. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. done      B. practice      C. follow      D. pursue      E. proceed 

7. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. recognise      B. know      C. respected      D. worth      E. merit 

8. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. favour      B. less      C. penny      D. subsidy      E. free 

9. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. failed      B. adverse      C. worse      D. evil      E. tragedy 

10. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. result      B. follow      C. excel      D. lead      E.urge 



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

B D C C A E C B D 
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